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Band: Perversor (RCH) 

Genre: Blackened Death Thrash Metal 

Label: Hells Headbangers Records 

Albumtitle: Anticosmocrator 

Duration: 28:27 

Releasedate: 27.07.2015 

 

People, I suggest to place yourselves at a train platform in a distance of about 3 meteres - safety first! - and to wait 

for the next train. What do you hear then? Right, not much, because that thing deafeningly rushes by. 

 

And this is how i somehow feel about the new Perversor record. By simply being/playing fast, the whole dynamic 

gets lost.  

 

Non-stop Blast-Beats, that can either be balls to the wall or sometimes just "moderate". Guitars that blow out 

extremely fast and also wonderfully chaotic riffs as well as a singer who's gasping out his misery into the world. 

 

This combo from Chile is noise in its purest form. Regardless of aesthetics, they simply destroy everything. It kinda 

reminds me of a mixture between the no-compromise brutality of Dark Angels' "Darkness Descends", the chaos of 

Slaughters "Strappado" and Possesseds' "Seven Churches". But that league can't really be reached by the Chilean 

group. They seem to be too distracted by what they do, because these guys ... simply just make noise without 

following a certain direction. Even when they do pull out some hyper-fast and awesome riffs, they immediately 

destroy it with their own chaotic arrangements. 

 

Technically these guys are surely talented, but you should also be able to take a step back and bring in a cool song-

structure. A few Blast-Beats lesser in support of dynamical and fast songs would have been an advantage. Even when 

Perversor sometimes take back the tempo, you get to hear some really nice structures. 

 

Within about 30 minutes duration these guys pull out some really shreddy riffs and make a decent job by delivering 

some very heavy stuff, but often less can be more. 

 

Conclusion: No doubt, this stuff sounds ultra-brutal and has its good moments, but a bit less of the chaos would have 

been great for the songs. Nevertheless, loudness-worshippers should definitely risk an ear. 

 

Rating: 7/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/PerversorCultOfDestruction  

 

Lineup: 

 

Knernet - Drums 

Abominable - Guitars 

Torrid - Vocals 

Morbest - Bass 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Inhale 

02. Anticosmocrator 

03. Bestial Path 

04. Awakening Of The Ancient Ones 

05. Venomous Madness 

06. Infinite 

07. The Age Of Darkness 

08. Old Temples Of Death 

09. Metal Massacre 

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Marcel 


